Today's Campus

At's Fare

After four months of conflict, the Big Ten, which met recently at Bloomington, Indiana, decided not to order Maryland, Michigan, Ohio State, and Wisconsin to give up football immediately. Michigan State was granted a chance to appeal the decision in court, and the case was scheduled for a hearing on December 14. The appeal will test the validity of the Big Ten's 1936 resolution that it would not compete against any team which had played another conference. In this case, Michigan State was swamped by the Big Ten in 1936. The resolution, however, has not been enforced since then, and Michigan State is not a member of any conference.:

COMMITTEES FOR 1939 J-HOP NAMED

Indiana Captures Cross-Country Meet

State Wins Fourth Spot

In Race

Free Line Out In Home Stretch

After Leading Pack

Harrah for Fun: Is the Puddin' Done?

Hurrah for the Pumpkin Pie

Over the river and through the woods

The home knows the way to carry the flange

Through the white and the red field.

Do you remember way back in grammar school when you stood up before the gathered assembly of proud fathers and mothers to recite your verse for the annual Thanksgiving day program? Probably, most of you remember even if your world-wide exploitation won't permit you to recite the fact. And you probably remember the trip that followed the program even if it was only a few polite miles in the old four-wheeled vehicle.

And even if you don't admit remembering, it's likely that some of your friends have not forgot the celebration of those family foods that formed the big part of the day. And then after the meal was over the mighty grumbling would initiate his monologue and tell the club a story. A story that had been beginning in the days of the Pilgrim fathers when Thanksgiving meant something more than a turkey dinner off of a table stacked up on the side yard door at the local dairying farm.

It's a long way from the days when the word Thanksgiving meant a real return of thanks for the comforts of food and home, Thanksgiving for food enough to eat and for a place to sleep.

If a long time from those days to those when we have no need for an annual meal, it must be to be thankful. So while you're stuffing yourself with dressings and pumpkins, remember that we have a Hughet for the real significance of the day. It don't hurt you.

Students Give Reactions To Losing Four-Day Vacation

E. MARTY MIN

AEM Will Go National

Band Pays Tribute To Pingleton At Final Game

Flats Lead Starters

STATE STUDENTS GIVE REACTIONS TO LOSING FOUR-DAY VACATION

Students May Vote To Choose Band For Big Party

Students May Vote To Choose Band For Big Party

Conference Dates Set

Date Bureau To Move

Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde Tells Of Danish Cooperatives

Add Class Hears Earl Wilson

Show Group Will Meet

Bygarden Talks In Grand Rapids

Band Will Be In Grand Rapids

Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde Tells Of Danish Cooperatives

Drama Club Plans Entertainment

NWS States Convo Plans

Lyceum Talk To Be Given At Grand Rapids

NWS States Convo Plans

Sound Is Likely To Be Given At Grand Rapids

Ruth Bryan Owen Rohde Tells Of Danish Cooperatives

Grove To Present Paper On Math

Campus Calendar

CAMA Vira Pals– Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. Foreman room Alpha Phi omega—Fraternity Service Tuesday, 7:30 p.m. Organization Room 111
Council May Write History

The student council will gather tonight for what may prove to be the most important and influential meeting in its history.

The council has been faced with the task of developing a student government system for Michigan State college and its campus organizations, a system which they hope to present to the university for adoption in the near future.

For the student council members these have been formulated in their individual minds the problems to be overcome before a truly representative student government can become a reality. Though these men have been faced with this problem they will find it easier to find a solution to this problem than those in the past might ever need to agonize over a problem of this magnitude because of the change in student government.

In past years the student council has contended itself with holding campus dances and sponsoring programs, usually of temperance affiliation, which were planned for the entertainment of all those interested in these activities. The work was performed in a rather casual manner, but one could not say that the meetings of the student council were held to plan some sort of social movement.

Perhaps the need for a student council became apparent when it was realized that the student government was not acting in the proper manner. In an era when every college student is more and more inclined to be interested in some movement, it is felt that such a body should be established.

College students who have been in the realization that their four years in college are really periods of preparation for life after graduation, are more interested in the effects of their college days on their future lives. The national social movements of the world have made it apparent that the college student is no longer a type figure in international life.

Speaking of the trend in student thought, one may ask oneself the question that the right-thinking student will ask himself: What is the student's role in the world picture? With the increasing realization that college students have a part to play in the development of national and international thought, it is seen that the college student must play his part in the development of the future world picture.

The Editor Goes on Trial

TRIAL of the Michigan State University bell ringers, who have been accused of publishing a radical newspaper under the name of "North Phalanx," opened today before the Michigan State police court.

The trial was adjourned until tomorrow morning and the defense would then be expected to make its case. A bell ringer who had been singing a popular ballad in the halls of the old hall of residence has been accused of being a member of the "North Phalanx." The trial is expected to last for several days.

Six Movie Actors Once Attended U. of Texas

Six movie actors who have attended the University of Texas are among those who have attended U. of Texas. The actors are noted for their artistic talents and have appeared in many films.

The actors are: Robert Taylor, known for his roles in "The Red Mill" and "The Red Mill"; Fredric March, known for his role in "The Red Mill"; and Leslie Howard, known for his role in "The Red Mill." They have attended the University of Texas and have become well-known actors.

H. L. Chapman Tells of Fighting Under Allenby

H. L. Chapman, who served in the British army during World War I, has written a book about his experiences as a soldier. He tells of his participation in several battles and of the times when he was wounded.

The book, "Fighting Under Allenby," describes the author's adventures during the war and his experiences as a soldier.

With the Modern Greeks

By MARY ANN SMITH

Mr. and Mrs. John Smith, who recently returned from a trip to Greece, have written a book about their experiences in the country.

The book, "Fighting Under Allenby," describes the author's adventures during the war and his experiences as a soldier.

Smoked Glasses

Lady Gordon Had
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60,000,000 Tuberculosis Seals Mailed To Michigan Homes

Roberts Will Talk To Cub Pack December 2

Mary Roberts, student nurse at Michigan State University, will be the featured speaker at the December 2 gathering of the Michigan State University chapter of the National Student Nurses Association. Ms. Roberts will be the final speaker in the chapter's 1988-1989 program series. The meeting will be held in Room 211 of the Redfield Hall.

Stamp Sales Underway In State

Launched a campaign in which Michigan people write to the Michigan Tuberculosis Association and its twenty-five affiliated organizations this week, the Michigan State Tuberculosis Association is urging people to take part in the annual stamp sale to raise funds for tuberculosis research. The campaign, which began on November 15, is expected to continue through December 4.

Kids in Campus Nursery Lead
Pleasant, Varied Life

Mrs. K. J. H. Holm* meets, unless otherwise noted, at 11:30 A.M. in the basement of the Michigan State Hotel.

Fete is Given
Trotted Pair

Juniors Score
Success In 'Seventeen'

Bust Tickets Soph Prom Set
For Gym On December 3

Committee Named
For Annual Football Banquet December 10

Tuesday, November 22, 1988

HOMBURG HATS

Hats designed, hand-sewn, and sold with their engrossing lettering. Hats for men and women. $3.50. For one or more.

MAY BROS,

The Hat Store of the Town

CAMPUS COATS

The All American Boys. All wool. $7.75. New arrivals. Just In!

Thanksgiving Delicacies
PIES — CAKES — COOKIES

TIEGEE BROS.

Thanksgiving Day
at the
The Hunt Food Shop

Phone 2031

Description of the First Floor—

Breakfast 7:30 to 11:30 A.M.
Dinner 12:00 to 2:00 P.M.

Service during room by reservation only—

12:00 to 2:00 P.M.

S implicitly...
Six Teams Set For Finals In Intramural Football League

Kappa Sig’s, Sigma Nus To Clash
Lamba Chi Team, Alpha Epsilon Pi In Semi-Finals

Buchman Bars Sport Writers

Drake Breaks Into Spotlight

Pingel Outshines Sihat-Singh

Spartan Trio To Oppose Officers

Scoops Says:
By George Muskin

Dorm League Grid Final Tonight
Precepts 6 and 7 Will Meet For Crown

Gridmen Lay Away Moleskins

‘Men’s’ Teams Meet Today For Title
The two independents—Moors and Bubba’s—will be joined by the other two teams—Kappas and Sig Nu—in a round robin football tourney to be played on the Intramural Field. The regular season will be finished on Saturday and a round robin played with the winners.

Budley Named Acting Captain

Good Wholesome Food At Reasonable-Prices

HARBORNE’S

Meal Tickets

25c Couple
BLACk
FRIDAY

ARMORY

25c Person
PRiCE
SATURDAY